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Abstract
Density peaking has been studied between an ICRH and NBI identity plasma in JET. The
comparison shows that 8 MW of NBI heating/fueling increases the density peaking by a factor
of two, being R/Ln = 0.45 for the ICRH pulse and R/Ln = 0.93 for the NBI one averaged
radially over ρtor = 0.4, 0.8. The dimensionless profiles of q, ρ∗, υ∗, βn and T i/Te ≈ 1 were
matched within 5% difference except in the central part of the plasma (ρtor < 0.3). The
difference in the curvature pinch (same q-profile) and thermo-pinch (T i = Te) between the
ICRH and NBI discharges is virtually zero. Both the gyro-kinetic simulations and integrated
modelling strongly support the experimental result where the NBI fuelling is the main
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contributor to the density peaking for this identity pair. It is to be noted here that the integrated
modeling does not reproduce the measured electron density profiles, but approximately
reproduces the difference in the density profiles between the ICRH and NBI discharge. Based
on these modelling results and the analyses, the differences between the two pulses in
impurities, fast ions (FIs), toroidal rotation and radiation do not cause any such changes in the
background transport that would invalidate the experimental result where the NBI fuelling is
the main contributor to the density peaking. This result of R/Ln increasing by a factor of 2 per
8 MW of NBI power is valid for the ion temperature gradient dominated low power H-mode
plasmas. However, some of the physics processes influencing particle transport, like rotation,
turbulence and FI content scale with power, and therefore, the simple scaling on the role of the
NBI fuelling in JET is not necessarily the same under higher power conditions or in larger
devices.

Keywords: density peaking, NBI fuelling, particle transport, particle transport modelling,
dimensioness identity plasma

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Research on particle transport plays a crucial role in the
achievement of practical fusion energy. Since fusion power
scales with the square of the density (Pfus ∼ n2), obtaining
high values of the central density in a reactor is of particu-
lar importance. Reaching very high density is only possible
with peaked density profiles, indicating that particle transport
and density peaking studies indeed deserve a lot of attention.
This point is underlined, for example in conceptual studies for
a future power plant, where densities are required to exceed
the empirical Greenwald density limit by a factor of 1.2 to
1.5 [1]. Electron and ion particle transport, partly due to its
complexity in tokamaks, has received less attention than the
heat transport channels [2]. There is an on-going activity in
the ITPA group on understanding particle transport for ITER,
with the emphasis on the three following topics: electron
and mixed-ion particle transport, isotope scaling and density
peaking. This paper addresses the particular aspect of density
peaking.

Earlier database studies in JET, AUG and C-Mod showed
that density peaking scales with several plasma parameters,
the most dominant ones being collisionality, Greenwald frac-
tion and NBI fueling [3–5]. The database studies in references
[3–5] all emphasized the dominant role played by the colli-
sionality in affecting density peaking. However, there are other
type of particle transport analyses performed in JET that are
clearly indicating the importance of the particle sources [6–9].
Previous theory and modelling papers have already reviewed
possible key mechanisms affecting core electron density peak-
ing [2, 10]. What is challenging in JET is that the temperature
ratio T i/Te and NBI source (heat and particles) are strongly
correlated, but at the same time their influence on density peak-
ing is expected to be opposite [11]. As a consequence, this cor-
relation between density peaking and the source could always
have been disturbed or biased in all the previous database anal-
yses and therefore, the role of NBI fueling in contributing

to density peaking could not have been estimated correctly.
To unambiguously estimate the relative roles of different fac-
tors affecting density peaking, one has to separate the effect
of transport and fueling from each other. In this paper, this
will assess this by executing a dimensionless identity experi-
ment between the ICRH and NBI heated discharge where NBI
fueling can ideally be separated.

Core density profile peaking and particle transport have
been recently studied on several tokamaks [12–14]. In these
experiments, the contribution to density peaking due to NBI
fueling versus inward particle pinch was found be quite dif-
ferent, varying roughly between 10%–50%. This indicates
that different plasma operational conditions and plasma tur-
bulence regimes can affect the role of NBI fueling on the elec-
tron density peaking observed in tokamaks. NBI fueling was
found to be the major player (∼50%) or even dominant in
JET NBI heated discharges in contributing to density peaking
in a dimensionless collisionality experiment at all υ∗ values
[12]. On the contrary, DIII-D has shown that the inward pinch
contributes most to density peaking [13]. Similarly to DIII-D,
AUG has observed that NBI fueling is only a minor player in
influencing density peaking [14]. However, one must note here
that the experimental conditions are not exactly comparable
between the devices and therefore, no generalization is possi-
ble. As the JET result was quite different from the AUG and
DIII-D ones, it deserved a more refined experiment to quantify
the role of NBI fueling in density peaking.

A stationary density profile is provided by a balance of
outward diffusion and inward convection, driven by either
neoclassical or turbulent mechanisms, and by the NBI par-
ticle source. There are neutral particles entering the plasma
from the scrape-off-layer. However, this edge neutral particle
source is usually small or even negligible in the core plasma
(r/a < 0.8) in JET. This result is supported by the edge fueling
and edge particle transport studies by means of the gas puff
modulation technique in JET [15] and the neutral fueling can
be neglected at r/a< 0.8. A general feature of particle transport
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in the core of a tokamak plasma is that core particle sources are
small but not negligible as most tokamak discharges at least on
larger devices have NBI fueling in the core. Here we report the
experiment where we compare an ICRH discharge with zero
core particle source to an NBI fueled one.

Gas modulation technique will be exploited here as addi-
tional data to quantify any difference in particle transport
between the ICRH and NBI heated plasmas. This technique
has been used in many devices in the past, for example in
AUG [16], JET [17], DIII-D [18], W7-AS [19] and LHD
[20] and much more recently on JET [12] and DIII-D [13].
The local electron density response to the gas injection was
measured with high resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS)
diagnostics [21] close to the outer midplane. Density modula-
tion amplitudes below 1% (in the core) are reliably measured
thus allowing us to have minimal plasma disturbance and fur-
ther with long plasma discharges, reduced error bars in the
Fourier analysis of the perturbative particle transport coeffi-
cients. It is worth noting here that this paper is devoted to elec-
tron particle transport, as we can have the modulated data for
electrons and also the diagnostics capabilities support that.
However, recently it has been reported in JET that the ion par-
ticle transport can in fact have quite a different characteristics
[22, 23].

There are earlier studies in comparing the NBI heated and
fuelled plasmas with either ECRH or ICRH heated plasmas,
i.e. scans to study the role of NBI fueling and density peak-
ing although no clean dimensionless identity pair has been
performed or presented so far. In JET, an experiment where
a discharged with 11 MW of NBI power was compared to
another discharge with 8 MW of ICRH power +2 MW of
NBI power showed similar results to the one presented in this
paper in the global confinement, i.e. the ICRH dominated dis-
charge had some 10% higher confinement, higher pedestal
density and lower density peaking [24]. On AUG, adding
ECRH power on top of the NBI heated plasma increases the
central density peaking, but in the core region 0.4 < r/a < 0.8,
no difference in the density profile is observed [25]. Similar
observations where only the central density is affected by the
addition or change of ECRH or ICRH to the baseline NBI
heating is further reported in high collisionality plasma [26]
and low collisionality plasma [27] on AUG. On DIII-D, den-
sity peaking was studied by changing the NBI torque from co-
to counter injected direction, and the highest density peaking
was observed in the counter-NBI plasma due to higher inward
particle pinch [28].

In this paper, we aim to quantify the role of NBI fuel-
ing in contributing to density peaking in JET by executing
identity discharges between the ICRH and NBI heated plas-
mas. By first executing the ICRH discharge with maximum
ICRH power available in JET H-mode discharge, the target of
the NBI heated counter-part discharge will be to match the
dimensionless plasma profiles of q, ρ∗, υ∗, βn and T i/Te of
the ICRH discharge. This identity also includes to achieve as
similar equilibrium as possible, and with the same shape. In
an ideal situation, the pair would be so identical that any dif-
ference in the density peaking could be directly attributed to
the influence of the NBI fueling. However, in real experiment,

in addition to the obvious desired difference in core particle
source, for example the plasma rotation, fast ion (FI) content,
impurities and edge pedestal properties may not be the same
between the NBI-ICRH pair. It has been reported that rotation
or E × B shearing [29] and FIs [30] can have an influence on
density peaking, and thus, any difference between the ICRH-
NBI pair must be quantified. Both the ICRH and NBI dis-
charges are complemented with gas puff modulation so that we
can extract the perturbative particle transport coefficients for
each discharge. By performing dimensionally matched iden-
tity plasmas, in addition to learning about particle transport
and NBI fueling, we can also study how the different heating
systems and their effects in the plasma affect plasma confine-
ment, MHD, impurities, radiation, pedestal, ELMs and the gas
puff modulation properties.

Various modelling efforts will complement the experimen-
tal studies on density peaking. The main goal of the mod-
elling is twofold; on one hand to quantify what role of NBI
fuelling is in contributing to density peaking compare and on
the other hand to quantify how similar the background trans-
port is between the ICRH and NBI identity pulses. Density
peaking could also be influenced by changes in particle trans-
port between the two discharges, for example due to different
rotation or FI content, thereby they could either enhance or
reduce the pure NBI fueling effect on density peaking that
can be seen directly in the experimental steady-state den-
sity profiles. The gyrokinetic (GK) simulations and integrated
transport modelling will be performed to strengthen the exper-
imental conclusions on the importance of NBI fuelling in influ-
encing density peaking. This dataset also serves as a very good
basis on an extensive and thorough particle transport model
validation efforts.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted
to showing the experimental conditions on which the identity
pair is based. The operation issues and global parameters are
compared to quantify the identity. The detailed experimental
comparison is presented in section 3. This includes various
kinds of comparison of plasma profiles, density peaking, and
also the pedestal and MHD activity. The GK simulations and
full profile modelling are presented in section 4. The main
scope is to refine and further verify the experimental results by
comparing the particle transport between the ICRH and NBI
pulses. Finally, the results are summarized in section 5 with
conclusions.

2. NBI and ICRH identity plasma in JET H-mode
conditions

The identity experiment between the ICRH and NBI heated
plasmas is far from trivial to achieve. For example the domi-
nant heating channel can be different, and in that case match-
ing the dimensionless profiles between the electron and ion
heated discharges would be impossible. Moreover, the H-
mode threshold can be different, the power deposition profiles
can have a different shape, making the temperature profiles
inevitably different. What concerns particularly JET is that the
ICRH power could be limited to values below the H-mode
threshold. Our target is to match the profiles in the core region,
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Figure 1. Key time traces of the ICRH (red, #95097) and NBI (black, #95272) discharges. The solid lines in the fourth frame from above
correspond to the central interferometer chord and the dashed lines correspond to the edge interferometer chord, respectively.

i.e. our region of interest is the so-called confinement region at
0.4 < ρtor < 0.8 where matching is easier as most of the heat-
ing takes place in the central region at ρtor < 0.4. A detailed
descriptions of the JET ICRH and the NBI systems can be
found in references [31, 32], respectively.

However, despite all the challenges, we executed the NBI-
ICRH identity experiment. Up to 15 s long H-mode plasmas
with 8 MW of ICRH power were achieved. This in fact resulted
in JET record high injected ICRH energy of 108 MJ. The ICRH
discharges, using the H minority heating scheme at 3% minor-
ity concentration, were stationary without any major MHD
activities or impurity accumulation. The ICRH power stayed
more or less stationary for the whole length of the discharge
and independent of the gas puff modulation even if the gas
puff modulation time trace can be seen in the coupling resis-
tance of the ICRH antenna. The NBI heated counter-part dis-
charges were executed consecutively with the target to match
the dimensionless plasma profiles of q, ρ∗, υ∗, βn and T i/Te

of the ICRH discharge with as similar equilibrium as possible
and with the same shape. There is not very much freedom to
maneuver the NBI source radially in JET to control the power
deposition profiles.

The time traces of the key parameters for the best matched
ICRH-NBI pair are shown in figure 1. The electron tempera-
ture and density traces are similar between the ICRH and NBI
discharges at 8 MW power. The diamagnetic energy is about
5% higher for the ICRH discharge. Both pulses had gas puff

modulation at 3 Hz throughout the discharges to extract pertur-
bative particle transport coefficients as illustrated in figure 1.
The local electron density response to the vessel top gas injec-
tion was measured with HRTS diagnostics [21] close to the
outer mid-plane. Density modulation amplitudes of a few %
in the core were measured as seen clearly also in the inter-
ferometer signal in figure 1 (fourth frame from above). The
solid lines correspond to the central interferometer chord and
the dashed lines correspond to the edge interferometer chord,
respectively. On top of the modulated gas puff, stationary gas
puff was needed for both pulses, and due to different edge
and SOL conditions, the NBI discharge required more station-
ary gas to sustain similar pedestal density. The reason for the
need of more stationary gas puff in the case of the NBI pulse
originates from the different ELM characteristics, i.e. the NBI
discharge has more regular large size type I ELMs flushing
particles out of the plasma to SOL than the ICRH one. The
influence of ELMs on density profile is, however, limited to
the region ρtor > 0.8, and therefore, for the core transport stud-
ies in the confinement region, this is not playing an important
role, which was also reported in earlier similar particle trans-
port studies [12]. More details on the ELMs and MHD are in
section 3 around figure 7.

The success in obtaining the identity plasma between the
ICRH and NBI pulses is characterised in figure 2 where the
main dimensionless and dimensional profiles are compared.
All the profiles (except the ion temperature profile for the
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Figure 2. Comparison of the main dimensionless and dimensional plasma profiles between the ICRH (#95097, red traces) and NBI
(#95272, black traces) discharges as a function of the normalized toroidal flux co-ordinate defined as (ρtor =

√
φ

πB0
φedge

−1).

Figure 3. Radially zoomed density profiles (time-averaged,
implying ELM averaging and fitting) of the ICRH heated (#95097)
and NBI heated (#95272) discharges.

ICRH case) are time averaged over t = 15–16 s. These profiles
are independent of the chosen time window or the length of it,
indicating the genuinely stationary character of the discharges.
The dimensionless profiles of q, ρ

∗
, ν

∗
, βn and T i/Te ≈

1 were matched within 5% difference except in the central
part of the plasma (ρtor < 0.3) where the ICRH discharge has

higher electron temperature than the NBI one. ν
∗

is defined
as ν∗ = 17nee2R2.5

0 q95/12π1.5ε2
0T2

e a1.5. ν
∗

is used as a local
quantity in figure 2, but in table 1 it is a global value, based
on volume averaged density and temperature. The ion tem-
perature is measured with CXRS diagnostics using the NBI
blips in the ICRH discharge [33], and therefore, it is not a
time averaged profile as the other profiles. After careful anal-
ysis and validation of the NBI blip data, there is no difference
within the measurement accuracy of around 5% between T i

and Te at least ρtor > 0.3, which is illustrated in figure 2 (upper
left frame). Also for the NBI pulse, T i equals Te everywhere
in the confinement region as shown in figure 2. The ratio of
the electron–ion thermal equilibration time to energy confine-
ment time is less than 1/3 for each discharge, supporting the
strong electron–ion coupling and the experimentally measured
ratio of T i/Te = 1. This greatly simplifies our analysis as we
can assume that T i/Te = 1 is valid everywhere and similarly
T ICRH = TNBI in the core or confinement region (0.4 < ρtor <

0.8). Therefore, T i or Te profile or their gradients cannot con-
tribute to any difference observed between the ICRH and NBI
discharges. From the turbulence transport point of view, it is
also important that the differences in q and magnetic shear are
very small if any. The q-profiles have been calculated both with
EFIT using the Faradays’ constrains and EFIT with pressure
constrains. While the different EFIT runs produce different q-
profiles themselves, there is no measurable difference in the
q-profiles between NBI and ICRH discharges provided that
the same type of EFIT constrains are used. Therefore, at least
from the theoretical point of view [2] we have succeeded to
minimize the difference in the curvature pinch (same q-profile)
and thermo-pinch (T i/Te = 1 and T ICRH = TNBI) between the
ICRH and NBI shots, simplifying greatly our main task to
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Figure 4. Comparison of the power deposition profiles of ions (top left), electrons (top right) and the FI density (bottom left) and energy
(bottom right) between the ICRH heated (red) and the NBI heated (black) discharges, using PION and TRANSP/NUBEAM, respectively.

quantify the role of the NBI fueling in contributing to density
peaking in JET.

The most significant difference is the density profile which
is a factor of 2 more peaked for the NBI discharge than for
the ICRH discharge as is shown in figure 3. Density peaking
here is defined as the density gradient length R/Ln, and it has
been calculated averaging radially over ρtor = 0.4-0.8 result-
ing in R/Ln = 0.93 for the NBI shot and R/Ln = 0.45 for the
ICRH shot. However, any other definition for density peak-
ing would result in a similar factor of 2. The profiles have
been time averaged over 10 s stationary phase at time interval
t = 11–21 s and finally fitted using the GPR technique [34].
This procedure implies in practice also ELMs averaging and
thus, the density profiles represent here the averaged steady-
state density profiles. Within a 2%–3% accuracy, the profiles in
figure 3 can be obtained by averaging either for example over
1 s time period instead of the present 10 s time period. This
demonstrates that the density profiles are genuinely steady-
state profiles and robustly reproducible over long stationary
plasma discharges. The error bar calculation is based on more
than 200 HRTS data points in 10 s period at each radial posi-
tion taking into the 3 Hz gas puff modulation affecting ELMs.
The resulting error bars are shown in figure 3.

3. Experimental comparison between the NBI
and ICRH identity discharges

The main engineering and global dimensionless parameters
are compared in table 1. Out of the 8 MW of total heating
power roughly 4 MW goes to ions and the other half 4 MW
to electrons for both the NBI and the ICRH discharges. This
enabled us to achieve Te = T i and T ICRH = TNBI at ρtor >
0.4. Larger steady-state gas puff is needed in the NBI pulse

to get the same density pedestal height. The confinement is
slightly higher (∼10%) in the ICRH case which is mainly due
to higher central temperature at ρtor < 0.4. This is originated
from the much more peaked power deposition profile. The
key differences in table 1 between the two JET discharges are
the toroidal rotation (rotation at magnetic axis is 10 km s−1

counter-Ip for the ICRH discharge and 110 km s−1 co-Ip for
the NBI discharge), FI content including the profiles (influ-
encing also βn), confinement, heavy impurity concentration,
radiation and ELM characteristics. The most important differ-
ences with their potential influence on particle transport are
illustrated later in this paper.

The power deposition profiles and the FI density and energy
profiles are compared in figure 4. The NBI power deposi-
tion profiles are calculated with NUBEAM code in TRANSP
[35–37]. The ICRH power deposition profiles are calcu-
lated both with PION [38] and cross-checked with TORIC in
TRANSP [39]. As expected, the ICRH power deposition pro-
files and FI energy and density profiles are more peaked in the
center at ρtor < 0.4 than the NBI ones, which, on the other
hand, are actually quite flat. This gives rise to higher central
electron and ion temperatures at ρtor < 0.3 for the ICRH pulse
as shown in figure 2. This is also the main reason for higher βn

and diamagnetic energy observed for the ICRH pulse. More-
over, it also gives rise to higher confinement and H98. For the
ICRH pulse, the total integrated power to electrons is 3.8 MW
and ions 4.1 MW and the corresponding numbers for the NBI
shot are 4.0 MW and 3.9 MW, respectively. This also partly
explains why T i/Te ratio is close to 1 for each of the discharge
at ρtor > 0.3. The role of FIs contributing to transport and
density peaking is analyzed and discussed in more detail in
section 4.

The power and particle balance analysis of both the ICRH
and NBI discharges are illustrated in figure 5. As the ICRH
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Table 1. The main engineering and plasma parameters between the
ICRH and NBI pulses. Bt and vtor are local values at magnetic axis,
the others are global values.

Pulse 95097 (ICRH) 95272 (NBI)

PNBI (MW) 0 8.0
PICRH (MW) 7.9 0
Bt (T) 2.15 2.15
Ip (MA) 1.8 1.8
τE (s) 0.23 0.21
H98 0.8 0.7
Prad (MW) 4 2
Zeff 1.25 1.3
ρ∗ (10−3) 2.8 2.8
υ∗ 0.36 0.36
βn 1.3 1.1
βth 1.1 1.05
Wfast /W th 0.11 0.08
fELM (Hz) 75 40
fsawtooth (Hz) 2.9 6.0
vtor (km s−1) −10 110

Figure 5. The effective ion, electron and particle diffusion coefficients (left frames) and the ion and electron heat fluxes and the neutral
particle source from SOL between the ICRH heated (red) and the NBI heated (black) discharges.

power deposition is more centrally peaked, the heat fluxes of
the ICRH pulse are larger in the inner half of the radius. The
electron heat fluxes are similar at around ρtor = 0.6 (equal at
ρtor = 0.65) between the ICRH and NBI cases. Partly because
of this and partly because ρtor = 0.6 is free from the ELM
affected area and free from sawtooth affected area, all the fol-
lowing GK analyses will be performed at ρtor = 0.6. The effec-
tive particle diffusion coefficients are shown in the bottom left
frame and reveal the major difference between the pulses, i.e.
the lack of any core particle source in the ICRH case. There-
fore, the comparison of effective particle transport coefficients

between the ICRH and NBI discharges does not make sense
here. The perturbative particle transport coefficients can be
determined from the modulated density thanks to the gas puff
modulation. However, the perturbative transport coefficients
differ from the steady-state particle transport coefficients in
these plasmas, for example for the ICRH plasma the perturba-
tive convection is outward while it is evident from the peaked
density profile with no core particle source that the steady-state
particle convection is inward. This result is dissimilar from the
results found in the dimensionless collisionality scan in JET
[12] where they were found to be equal. The detailed analysis
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of the perturbative transport coefficients is beyond the scope
of this paper and is thus left for future work.

The neutral particle sources are calculated with Frantic neu-
tral fluid code inside JINTRAC [40]. We assumed that the
energy of the neutral particle at separatrix is 100 eV in the
simulations shown in figure 5 (bottom right frame). However,
using 300 eV as the energy of the wall-released neutrals does
not change simulation results virtually at all, showing that the
ionization source inside ρtor < 0.8 is negligible as even the
assumption that the energy of the neutral particle at separa-
trix would be 100 eV is an overestimation. There is no differ-
ence in neutral particle profiles between the ICRH and NBI
discharges.

A very detailed analysis of impurity composition, Zeff and
radiation was performed based on the following diagnostics
data: soft x-ray radiation, total radiation from bolometry, tung-
sten concentration from VUV spectroscopy and Zeff visible
Bremstrahlung, together with the kinetic profiles of temper-
ature, density and rotation of the main plasma. The analysis
methodology is described in detail in references [41, 42]. The
comparison of the ICRH versus NBI discharge with respect to
those profiles is illustrated in figure 6. The beryllium density
is 20% higher in the plasma center for the NBI discharge, but
it is similar in the confinement region at 0.4 < ρtor < 0.8. On
the other hand, there is a large difference in W density between
the pulses, the ICRH pulse having a factor of 6 higher nW. The
nickel density, representing the intermediate charge of plasma
impurities, is a factor of 1.5 higher for the NBI pulses than for
the ICRH one. These impurity density profiles, while being
quite different between the discharges, however, yield similar
Zeff profile in the confinement region at 0.4 < ρtor < 0.8 while
the ICRH pulse has somewhat higher Zeff in the plasma central
region. Concerning the radiation profiles, there is an overall
factor of about 2 difference between the ICRH and NBI dis-
charges, yielding the total radiation of approximately 4 MW
for the ICRH shot and 2 MW for the NBI shot. The radiation
in the ICRH discharges originates almost completely from W
while for the NBI shot, the radiation contribution from Ni and
W are equal, reflecting well the corresponding impurity den-
sities. Higher main chamber radiation in the ICRH discharge
is measured by bolometry while the radiation in the divertor
region is lower in comparison with the NBI pulse. One can
also conclude from this analysis that while the absolute values
of impurity densities and radiation are quite different between
the pulses, the profile shape of the impurities and radiation is
similar. To quantify the possible influence of these different
profiles on transport, in particular particle transport and their
possible impact on density peaking, detailed modelling activi-
ties with GK codes and integrated modelling are needed. This
will be reported in section 4.

The MHD and edge pedestal properties between the ICRH
and NBI discharges are illustrated in figure 7. We can observe
some differences in the MHD activity between the ICRH and
NBI discharges in figure 7. The sawtooth activity is present
in both pulses, but with a different period. This period deter-
mines also the period of other activities, like fish-bones. The

sawtooth frequency is 2.9 Hz for the ICRH pulse while it dou-
bles to around 6 Hz for the NBI shot. This is a typical saw-
tooth behavior in JET. In addition to the sawtooth activity,
the ICRH discharge around t = 15 s is characterized by fish-
bone activity with a given frequency span. On the contrary,
the NBI pulse is characterized, in addition to sawtooth, by a
continuous 1/1 mode (affecting SXR signals), without strong
fishbone activity. This is due to the less peaked electron tem-
perature profile. In this pulse one can clearly see a transition
from fishbone activity to continuous 1/1 mode when the NBI
power is injected around t = 11 s, and it is due to the flattening
of the electron temperature profile. For the ICRH discharge,
weak n = 1 neo-classical tearing modes (NTMs) are triggered
with a wide frequency span which is an indication of a large
hot particle pressure gradient. The NBI discharge on the other
hand has weak n = 1, n = 2 and n = 3 NTMs. The effects
of all these MHD activities on plasma kinetic profiles is lim-
ited to the central region (ρtor < 0.3), and they do not affect
the core (0.4 < ρtor < 0.8) transport analysis. Therefore, they
are not considered to have an effect on any density peaking
related matters in the confinement region. In the central region
at ρtor < 0.3, the W concentration and W peaking, in addition
to electron temperature profiles, are affected by the sawtooth
crashes.

The ELM characteristics between the ICRH and NBI dis-
charges are compared in figure 7. Even if the total absorbed
power of 8 MW is the same, the ELMs are quite different. The
NBI discharge has more regular ELMs of similar size and most
of the ELMs can be counted as type I ELMs. This also results
in the NBI pulse having a smaller variation of the line inte-
grated edge density (bottom frame). The ELM characteristics
also explains the need of more stationary gas puff in the case of
the NBI pulse that originates from the different ELM charac-
teristics, i.e. the NBI discharge has more regular large size type
I ELMs flushing particles out of the plasma to SOL than the
ICRH one. The ICRH pulse has short ELM free periods end-
ing with a type I ELM, followed by some irregular ELMs. The
irregular behavior can be seen in Be II signal, WMHD and the
line integrated density traces (three bottom frames in figure 7).
The averaged ELM frequencies are 75 Hz and 40 Hz for the
ICRH and NBI pulses, respectively, characterized with mixed
ELMs and affected by the gas puff modulation. The central
temperature trace shows the sawtooth behavior, around 6 Hz
for the NBI shot and 3 Hz for the ICRH shot. The time aver-
aged pedestal height is 6%–7% higher for the ICRH discharge
as can be seen also in figure 3, and there is also larger time
variation in the density pedestal height in the ICRH shot caused
by larger ELMs and the ELM free periods. To sum up, the den-
sity traces show that the ELM penetration is limited to region
ρtor > 0.8 and as a consequence, the difference in the ELM
characteristics does not play a significant role for the core par-
ticle transport analysis at 0.4 < ρtor < 0.8 as the influence of
the ELMs is localised at the edge. We do not observe signif-
icant either sawtooth or ELM oscillations in the confinement
region.

The TRANSP and interpretive JINTRAC analyses of the
ICRH versus NBI discharges show that the confinement is a
good 10% higher for the ICRH pulse, i.e. H98 ≈ 0.8 and H98 ≈
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Figure 6. Comparison of the beryllium, nickel and tungsten impurity density profiles, Zeff and the total radiation profiles between the ICRH
heated (red) and NBI heated (black) discharges.

Table 2. Main parameters showing a difference in GENE input
between ICRH and NBI pulses at the radius of analysis at ρtor = 0.6.

ICH NBI

R/Ln 0.43 0.8
γE −0.02 0.21
nBe/ne 0.024 0.024
R/Ln,Be 0.57 1.07
nNi/ne 9.5 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−4

R/Ln,Ni −0.27 −0.38
nW/ne 4.5 × 10−5 8.6 × 10−6

R/Ln,W −0.38 −0.41
nFI/ne 0 0.0068
R/Ln,FI 0 2.75
TFI/Te 0 20.2
R/LT,FI 0 3.55

0.7, respectively. This is due to significantly higher electron
and ion temperatures at ρtor < 0.3 in the ICRH pulse which
originates from the more central and peaked power deposition
profiles, as shown in figure 4. The volume averaged density
is 3% higher for the NBI case even if the density pedestal is
5% higher for the ICRH, but this is compensated by the higher
density peaking in the NBI discharge. There is around 10%
higher thermal energy content in the ICRH case, whereas the
total energy content is about 15% higher as the FI fraction to

total energy is also higher for the ICRH discharge. Both the
increased thermal and total energy content (and the better con-
finement) in the ICRH discharge originates almost completely
(>95%) from the central part inside ρtor < 0.4. This is also vis-
ible in the βn profile in figure 2 and explains the 20% higher
βn for the ICRH discharge. The details of these differences
are analysed and modelled in section 4. Concerning density
peaking, neo-classical ware pinch could be a factor playing a
role. However, according to the neo-classical transport code
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Figure 7. Comparison of the ELM characteristics between the ICRH heated (left frame) and NBI heated (right frame) discharges. Shown are
the total gas puffing rate, central Te, Be II signal, plasma energy and the line integrated density of the edge channel.

Figure 8. Spectra of the growth rate of the first unstable linear mode
as a function of kyρs when changing parameters starting from the
ICRH pulse, and then replacing the impurities and FIs with the ones
from the NBI discharge and finally the growth rate of the nominal
NBI discharge.

NCLASS [43] calculation, the ware pinch has its maximum
value around 0.03 m s−1 (inward) for either discharge and
therefore, its impact on density peaking is negligible.

Gas puff modulation technique has been developed with
high quality time-dependent density profile measurements to
determine the perturbed particle transport coefficients on JET
[12]. Gas puff modulation was performed with a gas valve at
the top of the machine at 3 Hz frequency using rectangular
waveform. The modulation rate varied from 0 to 1.4× 1022 s−1

at 30% duty cycle. Typically another gas injection module at
the divertor location was used to keep the volume averaged
density constant. However, the detailed analysis of the pertur-
bative particle transport and the validation of the gas puff mod-
ulation method against the steady-state data presented in this
paper is beyond the scope of this paper which is solely based
on stationary data and will be referred to a future publication.

4. Gyrokinetic and integrated transport modelling
of the ICRH and NBI heated discharges

The main goal of this modelling section is on one hand to
quantify what role of NBI fuelling is in contributing to den-
sity peaking compare and on the other hand to quantify how
similar the background transport is between the ICRH and
NBI identity pulses. The key question in this paper is to clar-
ify whether the influence of NBI fuelling on density peaking
increase is exactly or closely the difference of the factor of
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2 shown in figure 3 or whether the density peaking is also
influenced by changes in particle transport between the two
discharges. Here we quantify transport with GK simulations
using the GENE code [44] and with the quasi-linear (QL)
transport model TGLF [45–47], either in stand-alone mode or
for integrated transport modelling of plasma profiles using the
ASTRA code [48].

Linear and nonlinear ion-scale GK simulations have been
performed using the flux-tube (radially local) version of
the GENE code at fixed radius ρtor = 0.6. At ρtor = 0.6
the normalized electron density logarithmic gradient R/Ln

equals 0.43 for the ICRH case, while it has almost double
the value 0.80 for the NBI case, with similar density value
ne = 5 × 1019 m−3. This radius is chosen for the analysis
since T i = Te for ρtor > 0.4, and moreover FIs coming from
the ICRH pulse can be neglected at ρtor � 0.6, simplifying the
comparison between ICRH and NBI pulses. Indeed, summing
up, when comparing the GENE input between ICRH and NBI
pulses at ρtor = 0.6, in addition to different R/Ln, the only other
non-negligible changes in the parameters between the two
pulses come from the E × B rotation shearing, the impurity
content and the deuterium FIs from NBI. The similar (almost
identical for ICRH and NBI) parameters are the geometri-
cal ones, i.e. the safety factor q = 1.65, the shear ŝ = 1.49,
the elongationκ = 1.4 and the triangularity δ = 0.07, the tem-
perature T = Te ∼ T i ∼ 0.99 keV, the corresponding normal-
ized logarithmic gradient R/LT ∼ 7.6, the collisionality νc =
0.0052 and the ratio of the electron plasma pressure to the
magnetic pressure βe = 2μ0neTe/B2

0 = 0.0042, with μ0 the
vacuum permeability and B0 = 2.16 T the vacuum magnetic
field on the magnetic axis. The GENE collisional parameter
νc is used instead of the electron–ion thermal collision rate
νei = 4(ni/ne)

√
Te/meνc/R, since it depends just on the mea-

sured quantities ne and Te while νei depends on the number
of considered species (ni adapted invoking neutrality). The
main plasma parameters that are not identical between the two
pulses at ρtor = 0.6 are listed in table 2.

Here, γE = −(r/q)(∂Ωtor/∂r)R/cs is the E × B shearing
rate in GENE units, where Ωtor is the toroidal angular velocity
and cs =

√
Te/mi the ion sound speed (note that when Te ∼ T i

is assumed one has cs = vth,i, where vth,i is the ion thermal
velocity). The parallel flow shear γp was computed consis-
tently with the pure toroidal flow assumption (γp ∼ −(q/ε)γE,
where ε = r/R is the inverse aspect ratio). The impurities, Be,
Ni and W, produce very similar effective charges Zeff = 1.33
and 1.35 for ICRH and NBI cases, respectively. In the sim-
ulations, the heavy impurities (Ni and W) have been merged
to compose a single effective species, conserving the effec-
tive charge and imposing quasi-neutrality both on density and
density gradients, following [49].

The simulations are carried out using realistic geometry,
reconstructed using numerical equilibria from EFIT [50, 51],
then approximated using a Miller et al [52] analytic model,
taking into account collisions and finite-β (electromagnetic)
effects (from both B⊥ and B‖ fluctuations). Linear scans have
been performed to evaluate the spectra of the growth rate γ
and frequency ω corresponding to the most unstable mode,
to characterize the turbulence regimes, at the reference values

of the parameters for ICRH and NBI cases. The results are
summarized in figure 8. Here, the γ scans are shown, varying
physics parameters by starting from the ICRH ones towards
the NBI ones. γ is normalized with cs/R, while the binormal
wavenumber ky with 1/ρs, where ρs = cs/Ωi is the ion sound
Larmor radius, with Ωi the ion cyclotron frequency. The ion
scales are found to be dominated by the ion temperature gradi-
ent (ITG) mode, with micro tearing modes (MTM) which are
spotted at the lower wavenumbers. However, MTMs are not
found to play a role nonlinearly, therefore they do not impact
the nonlinear fluxes. Only the range 0 < kyρs < 1 is shown for
clarity, since only these wavenumbers are found a posteriori to
non-negligiblycontribute to NL spectra. However, linear simu-
lations have been performed up to kyρs ∼ 2.5 and the region∼1
< kyρs < ∼2 has been found completely stable for both NBI
and ICRH case, followed by a TEM-ETG branch that starts
at kyρs < ∼2, but which does not contribute to the NL fluxes.
It is clear from figure 8 that the linear eigenvalues are sim-
ilar when comparing the ICRH (solid red with squares) and
NBI (solid black) cases. Also starting from the ICRH param-
eters and one by one substituting first the impurity parameters
with the NBI ones (solid red with triangles), and then with the
NBI FI (dashed red with triangles), just negligibly changes the
spectrum. To further study the impact of the impurities, we
recomputed the spectrum with GENE, removing the impurities
(results shown for the ICRH case by a dashed blue line). The
impurities are shown to moderately stabilize ITGs, but their
impact is similar for ICRH and NBI cases, therefore chang-
ing the impurity parameters from ICRH to NBI ones does not
impact the results. This is not unexpected since Zeff is very
similar for the two cases, as shown in figure 6. The FIs do not
in practice change the spectrum.

As the second step, the electron particle flux dependence
on its main driver R/Ln has been investigated for the ICRH
case by means of a QL estimate based on linear GENE runs.
An electrostatic (ES) ‘mixing length’ model has been adopted,
following [53], based on the fact that ‘a posteriori’ the nonlin-
ear contribution to the nonlinear GENE fluxes coming from B
fluctuations is found negligible with respect to the one coming
from the ES potential fluctuations. The QL fluxes are obtained
by weighting the outputs of GENE linear ky scans with QL sat-
uration amplitudes wQL

(
ky

)
= [γ

(
ky

)
/〈k2

⊥〉
(
ky

)
]ξ, consider-

ing 3 kx wavenumbers in the 〈k2
⊥〉 computation and ξ = 2.

The QL electron particle flux Γe
(
ky

)
spectrum (satisfying

Γe =
∑

ky
Γe

(
ky

)
), normalised with the sum of the heat fluxes

divided by the temperature (qe + qi)/Te, as a function of R/Ln

is shown in figure 9. This normalized flux is useful when com-
paring GENE with the experiment, since if its agreement is
good it is more likely that all the single fluxes Γe, qe, qi are
in good agreement with the experiment. However, this could
be due to a ‘compensation of bad agreements’, and therefore
sometimes it is needed to look at the single fluxes, as will be
shown in the following. In order to do that one needs NL sim-
ulations, which are able to compute the saturated values of the
fluxes.

Figure 9 shows that the zero particle flux condition Γe = 0
(dashed magenta line), which is expected to be satisfied for
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Figure 9. (a) QL estimate of the ky spectrum of the electron particle flux Γe versus R/Ln, normalized with respect to (qe + qi ) /Te, for the
ICRH case, where qe and qi are the QL estimates of the electron and ion heat fluxes respectively. (b) ky spectrum of the frequency ω of the
main unstable mode versus R/Ln. The horizontal solid black lines indicate the ICRH and NBI experimental R/Ln values, while the dashed
magenta line shows the Γe = 0 condition.

Figure 10. TeΓe/(qe + qi) versus R/Ln, comparing QL (solid lines
with crosses (ICRH) and with triangles (NBI)), NL (squares), and
experimental (stars) results, for the ICRH (red) and NBI (black)
discharges.

the ICRH case at every radius due to lack of particle fueling, is
in fact satisfied at smaller R/Ln (∼−2) than the experimental
values of the ICRH and NBI discharges, shown as solid black
lines in figure 9 (ICRH pulse has R/Ln = 0.43 and the NBI
pulse has R/Ln = 0.8). Moreover, comparing figures 9(a) and
9(b), it is clear that both the simulated R/Ln(Γe = 0 ) and the
experimental R/Ln values lie in the ITG-dominant parameter
region. In figure 9, the ‘zero particle flux’ condition is met by a
spectral balance of an outward ITG particle flux coming from
small binomial wavenumbers ky, due to collisions (∼0.15 <
kyρs < ∼0.35) and an inward ITG flux from larger ky (∼0.35
< kyρs< ∼0.7) similarly to references [53, 54].

The results in figure 9(a) can be summed over the ky spec-
trum, obtaining the QL total normalized electron particle flux
TeΓe/(qe + qi) as a function of R/Ln. These results, together
with the corresponding ones that have been obtained for the
NBI case, are shown in figure 10 (ICRH: red, NBI: black,

with error bars obtained by varying the parameters of the QL
model, i.e. by changing ξ = 1, 2, 3 or by changing the number
of radial wave numbers to be included in the 〈k2

⊥〉 computa-
tion; only kx = 0 or 3 kx values around kx = 0 or all the kx in
the simulation grid), compared with the results of more real-
istic NL GENE runs (square markers, same color code) and
with the experiment (stars). The NL simulations have been
run with radial and binomial box sizes [Lx, Ly] ∼ [126, 80]
ρs and [nkx, nky, nz, nv‖, nμ] = [15, 28, 32, 32, 48] typical
number of grid points (x, y, z): field-aligned coordinate sys-
tem in configuration space; (v‖, μ): velocity variables in the
reduced two-dimensional GK velocity space, covering only
ion scales up to kyρs < 1.6. The E × B shearing is retained
in the GENE NL simulations for the NBI case. This figure
suggests that there is virtually no difference in the turbulent
particle transport between the ICRH and NBI discharge, when
considering the dependence of the normalized electron particle
flux TeΓe/(qe + qi) on R/Ln. The QL results are in very good
agreement with the NL ones at experimental mean parameters,
while the agreement is worse at smaller (or negative) R/Ln,
with QL data which underpredict the peaking with respect to
NL ones. Indeed, the peaking factor PF = R/Ln(Γe = 0 ) is PF
∼ −2 for QL while it is PF ∼ −1 for NL. Both QL and NL
results overestimate the experimental electron particle fluxes,
especially for the ICRH case.

Additional NL GENE runs have been done to evaluate the
nonlinear effect of E × B shearing, impurities and FI. This is
illustrated in figure 11 and in the attached table. Starting with
the parameters from the ICRH discharge, three additional NL
runs have been done by substituting the impurities (blue), FI
(light blue) or E × B shearing (red) from the NBI discharge,
one by one to see their influence on the background transport.
In the same spirit, starting with experimental data from the NBI
discharge, an additional run has been done by removing the
E × B shearing (to match the zero rotation of the ICRH pulse)
to test its impact on the background transport. First, we can
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Figure 11. Effect of the E × B shearing, impurities and FIs on the GK NL results, compared with experimental TeΓe/(qe + qi), using
parameters from the ICRH (left vertical line) and NBI (right vertical line) discharges. The nominal ICRH pulse (black square) is compared
with the one substituting the impurities from the NBI pulse (blue asterisk), or adding the FIs from NBI (light blue triangle), or finally adding
E × B shearing from NBI (red circle). The nominal NBI pulse (black square) is compared with the one obtained removing the E × B shearing
(red circle). On the right-hand side, the table displays the actual flux levels from the GK simulations and compared with the experiment.

look into the normalized electron particle flux (correspond-
ing to the values of the last column of the table), observing
that only the presence of the E × B shearing non-negligibly
changes it, leading to slightly smaller values of TeΓe/(qe + qi).
This could cause a tiny increase in the density peaking due to
E × B shearing for the NBI case as also reported in [29], but as
the rotation is relatively small with respect to typical JET H-
mode plasmas with only 8 MW of NBI heating (central vtor =
110 km s−1), the influence of E × B shearing on the peaking is
expected to be small. However, looking into the absolute val-
ues of heat fluxes, it is evident that while the E × B shearing
only slightly affects TeΓe/(qe + qi), its presence reduces the
single fluxes by ∼50%. The key point is that the reduction is
similar for qi, qe andΓe ( just a little bit larger forΓe), therefore
probably the E × B shearing only affects the saturation levels
of the potentials, thus the single flux variations balance out and
TeΓe/(qe + qi) is only slightly lower when the E × B shearing
is accounted for.

The GENE NL and QL results have been compared with
the ones obtained with the stand-alone version of TGLF
[45–47], using the two saturation models SAT1-geo (11/2019:
an improved description of the geometrical effects with respect
to SAT1 [55, 56]) and SAT2, providing a better fit of CGYRO
results and an improved collisional model [57]. The same
ky grid that has been used in GENE is kept here for TGLF,
covering the ion scales, to consistently compare the two
codes. The results are shown in figure 12, where (a) cor-
responds to figure 10 and shows TeΓe/(qe + qi) vs R/Ln,
while (b)–(d) shows the absolute fluxes Γe, qe and qi vs R/Ln

in gyro-Bohm units, where q j [gB] = qj/qnorm,gB (j = e, i

and qnorm,gB =
√

mineT
5/2
e /e2R2B2

0) andΓe [gB] =Γe/Γnorm,gB

(Γnorm,gB = qnorm,gB/Te). The ICRH and NBI cases are indi-
cated in red/black as in figure 10. GENE NL (squares) is
compared with TGLF SAT1-geo (triangles) and TGLF SAT2
(circles). The crosses represent the results obtained from
GENE simulations adding for the ICRH case the E × B shear-
ing from the NBI one, and for the NBI case by removing
the E × B shearing. The QL GENE results are shown in (a).

Finally, the experimental values are indicated by stars. Before
commenting the GENE-TGLF comparison, let us look at the
GENE results alone. The GENE absolute fluxes (b)–(d) are
singularly not so far from the experiment for the NBI case (qe

and qi underestimate the experimental values by ∼20%–30%,
while Γe overestimate Γe,exp. by ∼40%), while for the ICRH
case GENE largely overestimates (more than by a factor of
3 the Γe,exp. of the NBI discharge) the experimental ∼0 flux.
Therefore, while for the ICRH case there is no agreement
between GENE, which predicts a hollow ne profile, and the
experiment, for the NBI case GENE is approximately able
to explain the experiment. This clearly demonstrates that the
NBI particle source increases the peaking from negative (PF ∼
−1, intersecting the GENE NL runs with Γe ∼ 0) to positive,
being thus the key player in setting the density peaking. Specif-
ically, comparing (a) with (b)–(d), one sees that for the NBI
case the large GENE overprediction of TeΓe/(qe + qi) case is
mainly due to a moderate overprediction ofΓe by GENE, while
slightly underpredicting both qe and qi. The disagreement of
the GENE results with the experimental ones for the ICRH
case still remains to be explained.

Turning to the TGLF-GENE comparison, TGLF SAT1-geo
almost perfectly agrees with GENE regarding the normalized
TeΓe/(qe + qi) for both the NBI and ICRH cases. This is due
to the good agreement on the values of all the single absolute
fluxes Γe, qe and qi for the NBI case, while it is the result of
a compensation of a TGLF underestimate of all the fluxes (in
particularΓe and qe) wrt. GENE for the ICRH case. The agree-
ment of TGLF SAT2 with GENE is worse, since SAT2 predicts
larger TeΓe/(qe + qi) for both NBI and ICRH cases. Specifi-
cally, SAT2 predicts a different R/Ln behavior with respect to
GENE for all the fluxes, and well agrees with GENE at the
experimental R/Ln only on qe for the NBI case and on qi for
the ICRH case, while it always gives largerΓe than GENE NL.
However, it is to be noted that SAT2 agrees with GENE on the
general picture, predicting a negative peaking with −2 < PF
< −1.
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Figure 12. (a)–(d) TeΓe/(qe + qi), Γe[gB], qe
[
gB

]
and qi

[
gB

]
vs R/Ln for the ICRH (red) and NBI (black) cases, comparing GENE NL

(squares) with the results obtained with the stand-alone versions of TGLF with the saturation models SAT1-geo (triangles) and SAT2
(circles). The crosses represent the results obtained by GENE adding for the ICRH case the E × B shearing from the NBI one and for the
NBI case by removing the E × B shearing. The stars indicate the experimental values. In (a), the QL results are added.

Figure 13. Γe
[
gB

]
vs R/Ln for the ICRH (red) and NBI (black)

cases (corresponding to figure 11(b)), where for the NBI case a
dashed blue line is added, showing the dependence of Γe

[
gB

]
on

R/Ln when neglecting the dependence of D and V on R/Ln (with D
and V values corresponding to the experimental R/Ln = 0.8).

To further test the picture of GENE predicting hollow ne

profile when not taking into account the NBI particle source
for the NBI case, the electron particle diffusivity D and the
electron particle convection V have been evaluated repeating
the GENE NL simulation at experimental R/Ln = 0.8 for that
case. We have added a passive electron species (also called
‘tracer’ species, which means that it does not affect the fluc-
tuations of the scalar and vector potentials δφ and δA, but
it is affected by them) with R/Ln = 0. This way, since Γe =
(ne/R)(DR/Ln + RV), it follows that D and V can be simply
computed starting from the fluxes Γe and Γe,passive of active
and passive electrons as D = (R/ne) (Γe − Γe,passive)/(R/Ln)
and V = Γe,passive/ne. The results, D 
 0.18 m s−1, V 

0.08 s−1, indicate that there is an outward (V > 0) con-
vection that contributes ∼60% of the total electron particle
flux Γe. This implies that a negative peaking given by PF=
R/Ln(Γe = 0)
 −RV/D 
 −1.33 is expected, where this esti-
mate neglects a possible dependence of D and V on R/Ln.
This is not far from the predicted PF 
 −1 from the GENE
NL R/Ln scan, which retains the dependence of D and V on
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Figure 14. TGLF simulations of the ICRH discharge No. 95097. Shown from top to bottom are the ion temperature, the electron
temperature and the electron density profiles (left frame) and the ion and electron diffusivities and the inverse of the normalized density
length, respectively (right frame).

R/Ln. The difference of the dependence of Γe vs R/Ln that is
observed retaining/neglecting the dependence of D and V on
R/Ln can be better visualized comparing the black/blue lines in
figure 13, where the blue line shows Γe = Γe(R/Ln = 0.8) ×
(R/Ln + RV/D)/(0.8 + RV/D), keeping PF = RV/D =

const. = −1.33.
Summarizing the results of the local analysis at ρtor =

0.6, consisting of GENE and TGLF stand-alone simulations,
the main outcome is that for the NBI pulse the NBI particle
source is the main player in setting the ne peaking. Without
considering the NBI source, both GENE and TGLF predict a
negative PF, corresponding to a locally hollow ne profile. Nei-
ther TGLF nor GENE is able to reproduce the positive peak-
ing for the ICRH case, predicting a hollow ne profile, due to
an outward turbulent convection and experimental ∼0 parti-
cle source. This remains a mystery and it is left for future
work. A comparison of the turbulent transport between the
NBI and ICRH cases, evaluating the impact of impurities, FI
and toroidal rotation, which are the only significant experi-
mental differences, shows that only the E × B shearing, associ-
ated with the toroidal rotation produced by the NBI, stabilizes
the absolute fluxes for the NBI case, but only slightly affects
the normalized Γe. Therefore, it virtually does not change the
peaking given by the zero particle flux condition (PF), which is
obtained by neglecting the particle source, i.e. by considering
only the turbulent diffusion and convection.

To explore the radial dependence of the results, predic-
tive integrated transport simulations with the ASTRA trans-
port code have been performed for both ICRH and NBI cases.
The results obtained using TGLF with the two saturation mod-
els SAT2 and SAT1-geo are compared. The boundary condi-
tions are taken at ρtor = 0.94 for both ICRH and NBI cases,
and the simulations include electromagnetic (B⊥) and E × B
shear effects. The simulations solve the electron and ion heat
transport equations and the electron particle transport equation
while the profiles of toroidal rotation, impurities (Zeff), radia-
tion and q-profile are prescribed from the experiments. The
equilibrium is taken from EFIT with pressure constraints and
the simulations are long enough to reach the steady-state, typi-
cally around 1 s long, i.e. 5–10 energy confinement times. The
NBI and ICRH heating and fuelling profiles are as described in
section 3. TGLF is called with four kinetic species (electrons,
ions, beryllium and a heavy impurity lumping the nickel and
tungsten). FI dilution is also taken into account.

The results of the ASTRA-TGLF runs are presented in
figures 14 and 15 for the ICRH and NBI case, respectively.
The simulations (solid) are compared with the experiment
(dashed). For the NBI case, an additional ASTRA-TGLF SAT2
simulation where the NBI particle source has been switched
off is added (dotted), to evaluate its impact. The temperature
profiles are well predicted for both the ICRH and NBI cases, in
particular between ρtor = 0.4 and ρtor = 0.8, which is the main
interest here. The experimental ne profiles, on the contrary, are
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Figure 15. TGLF simulations of the NBI discharge No. 95272. Shown from top to bottom are the ion temperature, the electron temperature
and the electron density profiles (left frame) and the ion and electron diffusivities and the inverse of the normalized density length,
respectively (right frame).

underpredicted by the simulations. In particular, for the ICRH
case, ne is strongly underpredicted by ASTRA, which mani-
fests itself as a negative peaking with −2 < PF < −1 for 0.5
< ρtor < 0.8, in agreement with the local analysis at ρtor =
0.6. For the NBI case, taking into account the NBI source
reverses the ne peaking in the region 0.5 < ρtor < 0.8 from
hollow to almost flat, or even positive if we consider ASTRA-
TGLF SAT1-geo that gives a prediction that is approach-
ing the experimental density profile. The two saturation
models SAT2 and SAT1-geo give similar results when look-
ing at the heat transport, while SAT1-geo better agrees with
the experiment regarding the ne peaking prediction, espe-
cially for the NBI case. This reflects the better agreement of
TGLF stand-alone with GENE when using SAT1-geo model at
ρtor = 0.6.

5. Conclusions and future work

The ICRH versus NBI identity plasmas in JET show that the
NBI fuelled discharge has a factor of 2 higher density peak-
ing (R/Ln = 0.93 for the NBI shot and R/Ln = 0.45 for the
ICRH shot). The dimensionless profiles of q, ρ

∗
, ν

∗
, βn and

T i/Te ≈ 1 were matched within 5% accuracy except in the
central part of the plasma (ρtor < 0.3), yielding similar plasma
parameters and performance in the confinement region (0.3 <
ρtor < 0.8). We had succeeded to minimize the difference in the
curvature pinch (same q-profile) and thermo-pinch (T ICRH =

TNBI) between the ICRH and NBI shots, simplifying greatly
our main task to quantify the magnitude of the NBI fuelling.
The key question in this paper was to clarify whether the
influence of the NBI fuelling on density peaking is exactly or
closely the observed factor of 2 under these identity plasma
conditions.

In addition to different density peaking, the four other main
experimental differences between the ICRH and NBI plas-
mas were the toroidal rotation, plasma FI density and energy,
the heavy impurity densities of tungsten and nickel, and the
radiated power. The impact of these on density peaking were
thoroughly investigated GENE and ASTRA/TGLF modelling.
The main conclusions from both the GK GENE simulations,
the QL simulations with the stand-alone version of TGLF
and the ASTRA predictive transport modelling with TGLF
all strongly support the experimental result where the NBI
fuelling is the main contributor to the density peaking with
respect to the non-fuelled ICRH identity plasma. The simu-
lations results can be summarized as follows: (1) the depen-
dence of the normalized turbulent electron particle flux on the
logarithmic density gradient is similar for the ICRH and NBI
discharges at ρtor = 0.6, giving similar negative peaking when
neglecting the NBI particle source for the NBI case; (2) the
NBI source is thus the main player in setting the ne peaking
for the NBI case, allowing it to increase from negative to pos-
itive, close to the experiment. This holds for 0.5 < ρtor < 0.8
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according to ASTRA-TGLF runs. (3) A positive electron par-
ticle convection (outward convection) is found at ρtor = 0.6 for
the NBI case by GENE NL. This confirms that without the NBI
source the predicted density peaking would be negative. (4)
Both GENE and TGLF predict hollow ne for the ICRH case,
in contrast with the experiment. This should be investigated
in future; (5) the FI and impurity content differ between the
two pulses, but they do not to impact the turbulence at ρtor =
0.6. Only the E × B shearing due to the toroidal rotation that
is induced by the NBI affects the turbulence, stabilizing all
the fluxes. However, it seems to only impact the saturation
values of the potentials, affecting all the fluxes in approxi-
mately the same way, and therefore it has a minor impact on
the density peaking; (6) TGLF SAT1-geo is slightly better than
SAT2 when predicting the ne profile, especially for the NBI
case.

We can conclude based on the ICRH-NBI identity dis-
charge pair that the NBI particle source is the main player
in contributing to the density peaking for the NBI pulse, and
therefore the NBI source is the best candidate to explain the
double peaking that is observed in the NBI pulse with respect
to the ICRH one. This experimental result of R/Ln increasing
roughly by a factor of 2 per 8 MW of NBI power and fuel-
ing with respect to non-fueled ICRH discharge is valid for
low power JET H-mode plasmas dominated by the ITG turbu-
lence. It is to be noted here that some of the physics processes
affecting particle transport, like turbulence type, toroidal rota-
tion and FI content scale with the heating power and con-
sequently, the conclusions on the contribution of the NBI
fueling on density peaking may differ for higher power JET
plasmas. However, it is important to remember that ITG has
been found to be the dominant turbulence type in either low
power or high NBI power JET plasmas. Therefore, although
this kind of ICRH-NBI identity pulse pair cannot be performed
in JET high power conditions due to lack of the required ICRH
power, the significant role played by the NBI fueling in con-
tributing to density peaking seems very much plausible. There
is in fact evidence on that, reported in reference [12] based
on density peaking in the JET three-point dimensionless colli-
sionality scan. However, there is also evidence that as the ITG
turbulence is less dominant or in other words when TEM domi-
nates, the role of NBI fueling in contributing to density peaking
tends to decrease which have been published in references [13,
14].

An additional experiment will be executed in JET to
study how particle transport will scale when changing the
hydrogen isotope. The plan is to execute a similar identity
experiment to this paper, but using 8 MW of NBI heat-
ing/fuelling in pure 100% tritium plasma. We will be able
to document both the isotope scaling of the dependence of
density peaking on NBI fuelling and the role NBI fuelling
with NBI system in tritium in JET tritium versus deuterium
plasma, by adopting the same experimental conditions as
reported in this paper. Moreover, we will study the isotope
scaling of particle transport and density peaking between
tritium and deuterium pulses, including both the dimension-
less and dimensional identity conditions in JET L-mode
plasma.
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